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Abstract 

This report describes a language survey conducted in April 2007 among people speaking 

Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole.”
1
 These languages are spoken in villages close to 

the village of Yabus in Blue Nile Province, Sudan. Wordlists and interviews were used to 

obtain data. The main goals of this survey were to identify languages spoken in the Yabus 

area of Sudan and to assess the need for language development projects among these 

language groups. Concepts of ethnolinguistic identity, linguistic relationships, 

comprehension, multilingualism, language vitality, and language attitudes were 

investigated in order to meet the goals. 

1 Introduction and acknowledgments 

The surveyor conducted research in April 2007 in order to identify and obtain information 

about languages in the Yabus area of Blue Nile Province, Sudan. The original plan for the 

survey was to continue research further south, to the areas around Dajo (Daga Post) and 

on to the Jokou/Kigille/Maiwut area in Upper Nile Province. Due to early heavy rains and 

poor road conditions, the survey trip was shortened, and goals for the scope of the survey 

were revised. A future survey trip to the additional areas may provide supplemental data 

to this report.The survey was carried out under the auspices of the Episcopal Church of 

Sudan (Khartoum Diocese, Translation and Literacy Department). 

 

The author thanks the following who made the research possible: the Episcopal Church of 

Sudan (Diocese of Khartoum, Translation and Literacy Department), P.O. Box 65, 

Omdurman, Sudan, government officials at local levels, and the many individuals who 

participated in interviews. The author also expresses gratitude to the staff of Samaritan’s 

Purse in Kurmuk and the staff of SIM in Yabus for providing accommodations during the 

trip. In addition, the author would like to convey appreciation to Pastor Philip Idris and 

Rhoda Yangi, the survey assistants who accompanied her on the trip and provided 

translation and logistical help. Without the cooperation and assistance of all of these 

people, the research would not have been accomplished. 

1.1 Geography 

The area of research is located in the political province of Blue Nile, Sudan, along the 

Ethiopian border, in villages in proximity of Yabus. 

1.2 People and languages 

The people that were researched are speakers of the following languages or dialects: 

Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole.” The surveyor intended to research Kwama and 

                                                      

1
 Speakers of this language researched on this survey trip refer to their language as “Baruun be Magtole.” 

Further research is needed to determine if this name is widely accepted or if there are alternative names. 
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Opuuo, but due to the circumstances previously described, no contact was made with 

these two language groups. 

1.2.1 Ganza 

The following information is adapted from the Ethnologue, 15
th

 edition (Gordon, 2005): 

Ganza [gza]: 

 Alternate names: Ganzo, Koma 

Classification: Afro-Asiatic, Omotic, North, Mao, West 

Dialects: Related to Hozo-Sezo. Lexical similarity 14 percent with Omotic 

languages, 6 percent with Mao. 

In 2004, the number of Ganza speakers was reportedly 5,400. The language is not 

listed under languages of Sudan, but is listed as a language of Ethiopia. The 

speakers live in Western Oromo, near the Blue Nile. Oromo-Wellega is the lingua 

franca of that area, but possibly not for Ganza. The word order is SOV. 

1.2.2 Komo 

The Ethnologue (15
th

 edition) listing for Komo provided the following information: 

Komo [xom]: 

Alternate names: Komo of Daga, Como, Central Koma, Gokwom, Hayahaya, 

Madiin, Koma, South Koma. 

Classification: Nilo-Saharan, Komuz, Koman 

Dialects: Beilla, Chali. Those listed as dialects may be separate languages. 

Lexical similarity is 52 percent with Uduk. 

The population of Komo speakers in all countries is listed as 11,500, with 10,000 

in Sudan, and 1,500 in Ethiopia. Komo is spoken in Northern Sudan, around 

Ahmar, Tombak, and Yabus rivers, in the southern Funj Region of Blue Nile 

Province. It is also spoken in Ethiopia, south and west of Kwama. Ethiopian 

dialects are Koma of Begi and Koma of Daga. There reportedly are some Bible 

portions and a dictionary (produced between 1960 and1963). 

1.2.3 “Baruun be Magtole” 

“Baruun be Magtole” is not listed as a Sudanese language in the Ethnologue (15
th

 

edition), but may be related to Berta, a language of Ethiopia, (Andrew Persson, personal 

communication, 8 May 2007). The speakers researched on this survey trip refer to their 

language as “Baruun be Magtole.” Further research is needed to determine if this name is 

widely accepted or if there are alternative names. Other linguists may have recorded this 

language under another name. 
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1.3 Previous research 

Tucker and Bryan (1956), citing various studies of S. J. Burns, P. W. Reidhead, and F. D. 

Corfield, reported a dialect of Komo (which they called Koma), described as Ciita, 

spoken by the Ansita, with local variants spoken by the Buldit section of the Ansita, and 

the Kusgilo. They state that Ciita is spoken mainly on the River Daga, around Daga Post. 

(Both Ciita and Ansita are listed as alternate names for Opuuo in the Ethnologue.) 

According to Tucker and Bryan, Madin is the name by which the Ansita refer to other 

Komo people; this dialect is spoken south of the Ciita-speaking areas and by Koma living 

on the River Baro near Gambela. The speech of people called Aru, from the River Yabus 

area, is stated to resemble Madin. 

 

A 1993 survey, that included research of Komo and Kwama speech varieties in Ethiopia, 

was conducted by SIL Ethiopia in conjunction with the Institute of Ethiopian Studies 

(IES) of Addis Ababa University (Siebert et al. 2002). Researchers of that survey received 

differing reports on whether Komo and Kwama are individual language groups. They 

reported that “Kwama speakers call their language T’wa Kwama but their people Komo. 

Government officials and other language groups call this language and the people Komo.” 

(Siebert et al. 2002:9). 

 

Another survey was conducted in Ethiopia in December 2003 and January 2004 (Jordan 

et al. 2004). Findings from that research show that people surrounding the Kwama and 

Komo groups consider them to be one ethnolinguistic community, which they call 

“Koma” or “Komo.” Assessment of these speech varieties confirms them to be separate 

languages, with the highest lexical similarity in any Komo-Kwama comparison being 

only 21 percent. The researchers describe Komo as a vital language only distantly related 

to Kwama and indicate that the Kwama and Komo speech varieties would need separate 

language-development projects, if such projects were to be started in the area surveyed. 

The survey shows that these language groups have a positive attitude toward their mother 

tongue. The report also states that many Komo people in Ethiopia are commonly bilingual 

in Kwama. However, on the Sudanese side of the border, Burns (1950, as cited in Jordan 

et al. 2004) learned that the Komo greatly outnumber the Kwama, and he found that the 

Kwama of Sudan are bilingual in Komo. 

 

Burns (1950, as cited in Magnusson et al. 2007) includes a map which shows the Ganza 

area encircled by the Yabus and Daga Rivers at a longitude of 34°E and estimated latitude 

of 9.5 – 9.8°N. Burns shows the Koma (Komo) and Gwama (Kwama) to the north and 

east and the Ansita (Opuuo) to the south of the Ganza area, with the Berta language area 

being to the north. 

1.4 Other background information 

Sudanese Spoken Arabic is used in the survey area as a language of wider communication 

and second language. Uduk and Mabaan are also both used in Yabus. 
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2 Goals of the research 

There is only minimal data available about the language situation in the survey region. 

The main goals of this research, therefore, were to identify languages in the Yabus area 

and to assess the need for language-development projects among these language groups. 

Concepts of ethnolinguistic identity, linguistic relationships, comprehension, 

multilingualism, language vitality, and language attitudes were investigated in order to 

meet the goals. 

 

The following were the main research questions, addressing the specific concepts shown 

in parentheses: 

• How many languages and dialects are spoken within the area and where is each 

spoken? (Ethnolinguistic identity, linguistic relationships.) 

• Which speech varieties are more closely related to each other? (Ethnolinguistic 

identity, linguistic relationships.) 

• Are any of the languages in danger of extinction? (Language vitality.) 

• What are the general attitudes towards their own language and towards other 

languages in the area? (Language attitudes.) 

• Which language groups understand each other? (Comprehension.) 

• Where do we need to test comprehension? (Comprehension.) 

• Are speakers of the surveyed language groups familiar with languages of wider 

communication? (Multilingualism.) 

 

An additional research question was: Are the Kwama and Ganza languages from the 

Ethiopian side of the border also spoken on the Sudanese side, and, if so, are there settled 

populations of speakers or just a few speakers who come across to trade? 

 

Interviews were used to elicit information from the people in order to research their view 

of their own languages, as well as other languages (language attitudes). Interviews also 

provided information about ethnolinguistic identity. The questionnaire asked whether the 

language groups were aware of language shifts (change in language use or cessation of 

use) and whether steps were being taken to curb those shifts. 

 

In order to test the lexical similarity between languages, wordlists were elicited. These 

were used to determine the degree of linguistic similarity between languages in the survey 

area. 

 

Data obtained from this survey is intended to lay a foundation for further research into 

individual language groups in this region, if it is determined that there is need for further 

language development of any of these languages. 
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The data, findings, and conclusions of the research are discussed in the rest of this report. 

Methodology for obtaining and analyzing data is presented in section 3. Findings related 

to the research questions are presented in section 4. Conclusions related to the goals of 

the research are presented in section 5. 

3 Methodology 

The survey was accomplished using the “Rapid Appraisal” sociolinguistic research 

approach (Stalder 1996), utilizing the elicitation of wordlists and interviews. (See 

appendices A–D.) Eliciting wordlists required relatively little time and provided general 

insights into the linguistic relationships of the speech varieties of the region. Interviews 

helped to assess issues such as the comprehension of other speech varieties, 

multilingualism, and language vitality and attitudes. 

3.1 Wordlists 

3.1.1 Procedures for administration 

The surveyor wanted to identify the languages and estimate the linguistic similarity 

between them and intended to elicit a two-hundred item wordlist with a variety of 

grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and question words) for each speech 

variety being surveyed. Although the surveyor attempted to elicit words from a group of 

speakers, and there was always a group present, in general, one or two people seemed to 

speak for the whole group. Following the survey trip, it was discovered that the Arabic 

gloss used to elicit ‘pull’ was incorrect, because it was the same as that used to correctly 

elicit ‘run.’ Therefore, in reality, the wordlist contained 199 items. Sudanese Spoken 

Arabic was usually used to elicit the corresponding words. However, sometimes Uduk 

was used for elicitation of the Ganza wordlist. Elicited words were written down 

phonetically using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Tone was also noted. Verbs 

were elicited in the third person masculine past tense, except when inappropriate. (For 

example, the word for ‘cook,’ was elicited in the third person feminine tense.) Nouns 

were elicited in the singular form. Synonyms were written down when they were 

obtained, if the participants agreed that they have the same meaning. Following the 

wordlist elicitation in Ganza and "Magtole,” one person recorded the list onto a minidisk 

for later analysis. Due to time constraints with the Komo group, a recording was made 

during the elicitation and writing of the wordlist. 

3.1.2 Data sources 

The surveyor intended to visit two villages for each speech variety where that variety was 

expected to be widely used. However, the surveyor only had the opportunity to go to one 

Ganza village (Dahmoh) and one “Baruun be Magtole” village (Yabus al-Ghaba). Men 

from a Komo village (Gondolo) were brought to Yabus for the wordlist elicitation and 

group interview, following a visit made to that village by one of the survey assistants. The 
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villages were chosen based on advice from one of the survey assistants and those who 

hosted the survey team in Yabus. 

 

For wordlist elicitation, the surveyor intended to have two men and two women (all 

mother-tongue speakers of the language, who have lived most of their lives in the village 

where their language is spoken) between the ages of 30 and 50 to participate in the 

wordlist elicitation. They also needed to understand Sudanese Spoken Arabic, since that 

was the language to be used for elicitation. In reality, these criteria were not fully met, 

and the surveyor was essentially dependent on whoever became available for elicitation 

of the wordlists during the time available. Unfortunately, there were no female 

participants in wordlist elicitation. 

3.1.3 Procedures for analysis 

The Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” wordlists were analyzed for similarity 

primarily by using the “inspection method” (Sanders 1977). In this method of 

comparison, words with the same meaning are called “probable cognates” if they are 

phonetically similar. Words with differences that were most likely due to recognized 

phonological processes (such as labialization, prenasalization, or palatalization) were also 

considered as cognates. Appendix A contains the wordlists with cognate decisions tagged. 

Words that were excluded from wordlist comparison and the reasons for their exclusion 

are as follows: 

Number in 

wordlist 

English gloss Reason for exclusion from cognate analysis 

10. ‘banana’ Forms elicited are Arabic glosses. 

31. ‘count’ Two forms obtained in Komo. 

75. ‘hear’ Two forms obtained in Komo. 

124.  ‘pull’ The wrong word was used for elicitation (the word 

for ‘run’ was used for elicitation, so the forms for 

‘run’ were elicited twice on the wordlist). 

147. ‘skin’ Two forms obtained in Ganza. 

160. ‘stick’ Excluded because the same forms were elicited for 

the word ‘tree.’ 

197. ‘yellow’ No form was obtained in “Baruun be Magtole.” 
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In all, seven words were excluded from cognate decisions when comparing Ganza, 

Komo, and “Magtole,” leaving a total of 193 words for comparison. 

 

Because there was suspicion that “Baruun be Magtole” may be related to Berta, the 

“Baruun be Magtole” wordlist was compared to a Berta wordlist. The Berta wordlist is 

from a citizen of Asosa, Ethiopia, and is taken from research done by a survey team in 

Ethiopia (Siebert et al. 2002). The “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta wordlists were also 

analyzed for similarity, primarily by using the “inspection method” (Sanders 1977), as 

previously described. Appendix B contains those wordlists with cognate decisions tagged. 

Verbs were elicited in present tense for the Berta wordlist, not past tense, as with the 

“Baruun be Magtole” list, so there is not a direct comparison of those verbs. Therefore, 

verbs were not considered for cognate analysis. Word #50 ‘fat’ was not used either, 

because the “Baruun be Magtole” wordlist elicited the adjective, while the Berta wordlist 

elicited the noun. Also excluded were words which are Arabic words in the Berta 

wordlist. However, the word for ‘sky’ was included for cognate analysis, using only the 

first of the two words given for Berta, since the second word is the Arabic. The word for 

‘leaf’ was also not compared in the cognate analysis, because the Berta wordlist contained 

the plural, while the “Baruun be Magtole” wordlist elicited the singular. Words #28 

‘cold’ and #123 ‘person’ were not elicited in Berta and were, therefore, excluded from 

analysis. Word #24 ‘chicken’ was excluded because it appears that the same forms as the 

word for ‘bird’ was elicited in both “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta. Word #53 ‘feather’ 

and #64 ‘fur’ were, likewise, excluded because the elicited forms appear to include the 

word for ‘hair’ with or without additional qualifying words. Word #197 ‘yellow’ was 

excluded, since no gloss was elicited in “Magtole.” Thus, 62 words in total were 

eliminated from cognate analysis, leaving only 138 words for comparison. Sound 

correspondences between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta are listed in appendix C. 

 

Based on cognate percentages, speech varieties with <70 percent similarity are considered 

as different languages with no inherent intelligibility (Bergman 1990:8.1.5). Speech 

varieties with >70 percent similarity may warrant further research. Findings of the 

wordlist analysis are presented in section 4. 

3.2. Interviews 

3.2.1. Procedures for administration 

Interviews of groups were conducted to help assess language vitality and attitudes, 

ethnolinguistic identity, comprehension of other speech varieties, and multilingualism. 

The surveyor had a list of prepared questions to discuss with the group. Because several 

in the Ganza group apparently did not understand Arabic, questions were first translated 

into Uduk and then into Ganza. For the Komo and “Baruun be Magtole” groups, 

questions were administered in Sudanese Spoken Arabic, usually by a survey assistant. 

Answers were translated into English and recorded in English. Questions covered the 

areas of language use and attitudes. The surveyor also took notes about the group 

interview and tried to record all translated answers. Group interview questions are 

presented in appendix D. 
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3.2.2 Data sources for interviews 

For the reasons stated in 3.1.2, only one group of people was interviewed for each of the 

surveyed languages. For each language group, the group interview was conducted with 

mother-tongue speakers of the language. Ideally, participants should have included at 

least ten adults from the language community, preferably five men and five women of 

varying ages. However, what generally happened was, the surveyor utilized whatever 

group of people became available to participate in a group interview. 

 

The Ganza group interviewed consisted of approximately 20 men and women of various 

ages who gathered at an open-air meeting place; however, most people did not contribute 

to the discussion. 

 

The Komo group interview consisted of only five men, whose ages were estimated to be 

between 30 and 50 years. This group was brought from the village of Gondolo to Yabus 

by one of the survey assistants. 

 

The “Baruun be Magtole” group interview began in the village of Yabus al-Ghaba with 

approximately 14 people, only one of them being a woman. A smaller number of this 

group was transported back to Yabus and the interview continued there. 

 

The reasons for conducting the interview were explained to each group. After asking if 

the group had any questions, group consent for the interview was sought from those 

present at the beginning. Because these types of interviews were generally informal, those 

participating did not always stay throughout the interview, while others joined the group 

while the interview was in progress; therefore, the information obtained was considered 

as being from the group as a whole, rather than from individuals within the group. 

3.2.3 Procedures for analysis 

Results obtained through interviews were analyzed qualitatively. Significant trends and 

findings are discussed in the following section. 

 

4 Findings 

4.1 Demographics 

4.1.1 Ganza speakers 

Ganza speakers from Dahmoh call themselves Gwami [gwɑ̄mí]. The Uduk also call them 

Gwami. They say that Ganza is an Arabic term. When speaking their mother tongue, the 

Ganza speakers also call it Gwami. For the purposes of this report, both the language and 

the people will continue to be referred to as Ganza. Other villages where Ganza/Gwami is 

spoken include Tugubele, Korbum, Darsoma, and Yeshkab. Yamasala, Ethiopia is a 

village where Ganza is also spoken. Apparently, all the people living in Dahmoh speak 

Ganza. 
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Population figures for mother-tongue speakers of Ganza were not easily obtained. The 

surveyor was told there are 87 houses in the village of Dahmoh. Using this to provide a 

rough estimate, if one calculates a conservative number of at least six people per 

household, there would be 522 Ganza speakers in Dahmoh. If the population of Ganza 

speakers in the four other Sudanese villages previously mentioned is similar, this 

indicates that there may be approximately 2,600 speakers of Ganza in Sudan, in addition 

to those in Ethiopia. 

4.1.2 Komo speakers 

Komo speakers from the village of Gondolo call themselves Koma. They call their 

language Koma or Kwoma. The Ganza and Kwama people also call them Koma or 

Kwoma. Because the Ethnologue lists the language as Komo, this report will continue to 

use that terminology as the name for both the language and the people speaking it. The 

Komo from Gondolo claim that no other villages around them speak their language 

exactly as they do, although there is a similarity. They report that people in Dajo also 

speak Komo, although differently than the way it is spoken in Gondolo. Not everyone in 

Gondolo speaks Komo; there are people living there who only speak Ganza. The surveyor 

did not determine the population of Komo speakers. 

4.1.3 “Baruun be Magtole” speakers 

“Baruun be Magtole” is spoken in the village of Yabus al-Ghaba. “Baruun be Magtole” 

speakers call themselves and their language “Baruun be Magtole,” while neighboring 

tribes, such as Ganza, call these people Choko [tʃoko]. “Baruun be Magtole” is also 

spoken in Be Magtole, a neighboring village to Yabus al-Ghaba. People of another 

village, called Os, speak the same language as those of Yabus al-Ghaba, although a little 

differently. Because of the war, the “Baruun be Magtole” people scattered, and there are 

some of them in Damaziin. There are both Muslims and Christians in Yabus al-Ghaba; 

there is also a school there. When the surveyor inquired how many people speak 

“Magtole,” she was told that there may be 2,000–3,000 speakers. 

4.1.4 Neighboring languages 

Uduk and Mabaan are both spoken in Yabus. Kwama is another language evidently 

spoken in the area, although no known Kwama speakers were encountered by the 

surveyor on this trip. 

4.2 Linguistic findings 

A combined wordlist of Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” is found in appendix A. 

The percentage of apparent cognates between the Ganza and Komo wordlists was 5 

percent. Among the words included for analysis, there were no apparent cognates 

between “Baruun be Magtole” and either of the other two languages. 
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A wordlist comparing “Baruun be Magtole” with Berta (from Siebert et al., 2002) is 

presented in appendix B, with appendix C noting correspondences between these two 

languages. Lexical similarity between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta was 56 percent. 

This topic will be discussed further in section 5. 

 

There are several instances where Berta words appear to be cognates with “Baruun be 

Magtole” words but differ, having an ejective consonant corresponding to a non-ejective 

consonant in “Magtole.” Sometimes the correspondences also vary in voicing. Some 

examples are shown as follows: 

English gloss “Baruun be Magtole” Berta 

20.   ‘bone’  gɑrɑ k’ɑ̀:rɑ̀ʔ

44.   ‘earth’  sɑkɑ s’ɛk̀’ɑ́ʔ 

137. ‘sand’   ʃe:ge ʃɛ:́k’ɛʔ̀ 

 

Berta words often have a glottal stop word-finally which was not noted among their 

“Baruun be Magtole” cognates. This is also illustrated in the example words given 

previously. 

4.3 Sociolinguistic findings 

Group interview participants were asked questions pertaining to ethnolinguistic identity, 

comprehension, multilingualism, language vitality, and language attitudes. 

4.3.1 Ethnolinguistic identity 

4.3.1.1 Ganza 

The Ganza consider that the Uduk, Komo, and Kwama all speak different languages from 

them, although they say that the Uduk and Kwama languages sound the same as Ganza, 

but have a different meaning. According to them, there are no Ganza people who do not 

speak Ganza. 

4.3.1.2 Komo 

Komo speakers from Gondolo believe that there are no villages nearby where people 

speak Komo exactly as they do. They say that there is a similarity but that the speech 

variety is not exactly the same as theirs. At one point during the interview, when asked 

which villages speak their language differently, but in which the Komo can still 

understand what is being spoken, they answered Kwama, and then stated that they 

sometimes cannot understand each other. At another time during the interview, the Komo 

said that Kwama is a village which speaks an entirely different language. They also 
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maintain that the Komo spoken in Dajo is different than their variety. The surveyor was 

told that “if you are Koma [Komo], you must speak Koma [Komo].” A Komo person is 

allowed to marry a person of another language group, with no apparent negative feelings 

among the Komo, if that happens. This occurs often between the Komo, Kwama, and 

Ganza. 

4.1.3.3 “Baruun be Magtole” 

All people living in Yabus al-Ghaba speak “Magtole.” They said that people in Yabus 

Balla, a village near Yabus al-Ghaba, speak Berta and that this is a different language and 

a different tribe from them. The “Baruun be Magtole” speakers of Yabus al-Ghaba are 

able to understand the Yabus Balla speech variety but are unable to speak it. Because of 

the war, there is a lot of intermarriage between the “Baruun be Magtole” and other 

language groups, including the Uduk. 

4.3.2 Comprehension and multilingualism 

4.3.2.1 Ganza 

Ganza is the only language that the people interviewed in Dahmoh consider themselves to 

speak well. Some of them also speak Uduk and, possibly, Komo. Some can understand 

Uduk but not speak it. English and Uduk are used where the Dahmoh children go to 

school (in Gondolo). Few, if any, children from Dahmoh learn any language besides 

Ganza before they start school. 

4.3.2.2 Komo 

When asked which villages speak their language differently, but such that they can still 

understand the speakers, the Komo from Gondolo answered Kwama, but said that 

sometimes they cannot understand each other. They also indicated that the Komo spoken 

in Dajo is different than the way they speak it. Languages, other than Komo, spoken by 

some of the people at the interview, included Berta, Kwama, Ganza, and Arabic, although 

the only language they feel they speak well is Komo. Some of the Komo understand 

Uduk, but do not speak it. There are also Ganza people living in Gondolo who do not 

speak Komo, while some of the older people of Gondolo speak only Komo. Children of 

Gondolo learn Komo as their first language and speak no other language before they start 

school. 

4.3.2.3 “Baruun be Magtole” 

The only language the people of Yabus al-Ghaba consider themselves to speak well is 

their mother tongue. They stated that all of them also know Arabic. This apparently does 

not include children, though, because they said that the children do not learn another 

language besides “Baruun be Magtole” before they start school. People in the village are 

able to read Arabic. They can also read a little bit of English, but said that they mostly 

read Arabic. There is a school in Yabus al-Ghaba; Arabic and English are used there. 
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Languages which some “Baruun be Magtole” speakers understand, but do not speak, 

include Berta, Uduk, Mabaan, Komo, and Ganza. 

4.3.3 Language vitality, use, and attitudes 

4.3.3.1 Ganza 

The Ganza believe that, if they are taught well, it would be good for them to read and 

write in their mother tongue. Ganza is good to speak in their area. Young people are 

proud of the Ganza language, and they love it. It is significant to the Ganza that their 

language is passed from generation to generation. They would like to have stories about 

their history available in their language. They feel that Ganza would be the best language 

for a teacher to use in school, but there is no one to teach it. 

4.3.3.2 Komo 

The Komo believe it would be good if they had the ability to read and write in their own 

language. They expect their grandchildren to continue speaking Komo, but also expect 

them to be using Arabic and English. If a young person speaks a language other than 

Komo at home, the older Komo are happy about it because they want their children to 

also learn other languages. They feel that Komo would be the best language for a teacher 

to use in school. They think that English and Arabic should be taught in school, along 

with Komo. Komo should be taught so that, in the future, the language will not be lost. 

The young people consider Komo to be “their own tongue” and, apparently, are proud of 

it. The Komo are not aware of any local people working on writing their language. 

4.3.3.3 “Baruun be Magtole” 

“Baruun be Magtole” speakers said that it would be good if they could read their own 

language to their children because, if they do not have the dialect in the future, it will 

disappear. Their children learn “Baruun be Magtole” as their first language; the young 

people are happy about their language and speak it well. The interviewees mentioned that, 

if their language is not written down and not taught to the children, it may disappear. 

They never hear their mother tongue on the radio. If they have public meetings with only 

people from their community, then they use “Magtole.” If they are with others who are 

not from their community, then they use Arabic at such meetings. With their families and 

friends in the village, they most often use “Magtole,” unless they are with someone who 

does not understand “Magtole.” If a young person uses a language other than “Baruun be 

Magtole” at home, the older people are not happy, because they want their children to 

know their mother tongue. 

5 Conclusions 

The Ganza and Komo wordlists obtained on this survey trip show extremely low lexical 

similarity, while “Baruun be Magtole” shows no lexical similarity to either Ganza or 
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Komo. Therefore, these speech varieties are determined to be distinct and separate 

languages. 

5.1 Ganza 

The Ganza are a settled population in Sudan with a distinct ethnolinguistic identity. They 

consider speaking the Ganza language a basic component of being Ganza. Due to a lack 

of multilingualism, no other language is sufficient for adequate communication with this 

group. This finding is supported by the difficulties encountered in conducting the group 

interview, as questions often had to go through an extensive translation process, from 

English to Arabic, to Uduk, to Ganza, just so that all could participate in the interview. 

The Ganza have a positive language attitude and are eager to learn how to read and write 

in their mother tongue. They want to use their language in education, and they want to 

maintain continuity across generations through their mother tongue, as evidenced by their 

desire for history stories to be written in Ganza. Ganza appears to be actively used in 

daily life by all ages of people; its use is expected to be continued by future generations. 

Ganza is a vital language with no indication of language shift. 

5.2 Komo 

The Komo of Gondolo indicate that they are ethnolinguistically distinct from Kwama. 

They also consider speaking Komo to be an essential part of being Komo, although they 

allow for intermarriage with people from other language groups. They have a positive 

language attitude, wanting Komo to be taught in school, as well as developed for reading 

and writing. There are a few signs of the potential for future language shift. Since the 

people feel that Komo needs to be taught in school in order that it will not be lost, they 

must think there is a possibility of that happening in the future. Also, the Komo are not 

opposed to the use of other languages, particularly the majority languages of Arabic and 

English; they are even happy when these are also used by young people. These factors 

give the impression that Arabic or English could eventually replace Komo, especially if 

the young people intermix and intermarry more with other language groups; however, for 

the present, Komo seems to be a vital language. 

 

Because no Kwama speakers were surveyed on this trip, there is still confusion about the 

relationship between the speech varieties of Komo and Kwama in Sudan. The dialect 

situation of Komo also remains unclear, because this survey only interviewed Komo from 

one village. These remaining gaps in the data may be filled by future survey trips to 

Kwama villages and other Komo areas. 

5.3 “Baruun be Magtole” 

“Baruun be Magtole” and Berta show 56 percent lexical similarity, based on comparison 

of wordlists. This indicates that they should be considered linguistically as different 

languages with no inherent intelligibility. However, further research of Berta speakers in 

Sudan would be important in order to determine how similar the Berta of Sudan is to the 

Berta of Ethiopia, since the Berta wordlist used for this research was obtained in Ethiopia. 
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Also, due to differences in elicitation and the elimination of a large number of words for 

cognate analysis, it is unwise to consider this comparison as a definitive statement 

concerning linguistic similarity between these two speech varieties. If future research 

shows results equivalent to this report’s comparison, then it is unlikely for speakers of 

these two varieties to be able to share literature, without becoming bilingual. “Baruun be 

Magtole” speakers also identify themselves as ethnolinguistically distinct from Berta and 

do not perceive themselves as speaking the same language as Berta speakers. 

 

The “Baruun be Magtole” speakers from Yabus al-Ghaba are bilingual in Arabic; there 

are signs that they may also become more influenced by English in the future, with both 

Arabic and English being used in their school. They have a positive language attitude and 

desire to maintain their language for future generations. The language is being used in 

many domains, including public meetings within the community. It is the first language 

of the children and is being spoken well by the young people. However, as with Komo, 

there is concern among the “Baruun be Magtole” that their language could be lost in the 

future, if it is not written down. Because of its use by the young people and the 

displeasure among older people when a language other than “Baruun be Magtole” is used 

at home by them, it is unlikely that its use will decline in the near future. Therefore, 

“Baruun be Magtole” should be considered a vital language with no evidence of 

significant language shift at this time. 
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Appendices 

A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” 

Comments: Vowels with no tone marking should be interpreted as mid-tone. The numbers on the right of the phonetic transcriptions 

indicate cognate decisions. Untagged forms are words which were excluded from analysis. See section 3.1.3 for further details. 

  

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

1. all 

�lεpεt 1  εʃ�:n 2  k  آ�liŋ 3 

2. and 

nsɑ�  وt’ʃe 1  dɑ 2  gwɑ 3 

3. ant 

���  t’űndűʃ 1  t’úduʃ 1  bí:ʃú 2 

4. arrow 

���  kwɑmpɑ� 1  mɑʃ 2  pjéʔ ~ fjéʔ 3 

5. ashes 

piɑ  ر�
دndɑ� 1  p’ín 2  hohutɑ 3 

6. ask (3-ms-pst) 

��ل) ه�(   ɑgɑʔúsbò 1  dotiɾ 2  h�ndɑ�kot�ní 3 

7. axe 

pɑ  ��سnzɑ� 1  jí 2  ɗoŋ 3 

8. back 

���  tɑrɑ� 1  póg 2  gundì 3 

9. bad 

ɑ  آ��zɑjo 1  ʃ�-d.�-n 2  tugúʃí 3 

10. banana 

  moz   moz   moz  ��زة
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

11. bark (n. – of tree) 

��  pijɑnzɑ� 1  p/éb�n 2  uŋgonɑhò 3 

12. basket 

��ّ�َ  gúpɑ 1  ɑβín 2  kɑtɑjɑ 3 

13. belly 

!"#  múi 1  k/�mí 2  íó 3 

14. big 

nɑ  آ%$�kɑ 1  swɑn 2  ɗuŋì 3 

15. bird 

�$&  kɑpi 1  ɗiù 2  misε 3 

16. bite (3-ms-pst) 

�) ه�('()َ    ɑgɑsɑs 1  kírí 2  dɑ:nhinè 3 

17. black 

ɑ  أ��دt’ódo 1  si-n 2  mi:li 3 

18. blood 

hɑ  دم:ndɑ 1  bɑʃ 2  kɑfɑŋ 3 

19. blow (3-ms-pst) 

�-, ) ه�(   ɑ3ʃɑpin 1  gεli 2  funé 3 

20. bone 

�()  mɑt’ɑʃ 1  ʃumɑ 2  gɑrɑ 3 

21. breast(s) 

�".  ɑtɑ 1  k4ű 2  ir 3 

22. brown 

/0#  ɑ�bumbɑ� 1  kɑʃkɑʃ 2  bínɑré 3 

23. burn (3-ms-pst) 

�2ق) ه� (   ɑ�:mɑtɑ� 1  k�síri 2  tusɑŋì 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

24. chicken 

ŋgwɑŋgɑ 1  wɑ:gɑ  45اد 1  miséʔ 2 

25. child 

�-&  mɑ�lɑ 1  ɑ�díɑk 2  gwɑ 3 

26. claw 

ʃwɑ  67الdɑ 1  kíʃ 2  mògò 3 

27. cloud 

9
ب�  singó 1  gugɑ�l 2  b4ód.�n 3 

28. cold 


رد#  ɑtɑ�s 1  kî:ʃín 2  dɑ:ʃí 3 

29. come (3-ms-pst) 

5َ
َء) ه�(   ɑkwɑ 1  hɑúr 2  ɑ�díɑ�e 3 

30. cook (3-fm-pst) 

&%>;) ه/(   ɑgɑ6:jɑŋò 1  mɑpg4ùpi 2  gúzdugɑ� 3 

31. count (3-ms-pst) 

2=� ) ه�(  ɑgɑwsòn ɑbgúr�ʃdìʃɑb��b�r / 
d��n��rì 

kére 

32. cut (3-ms-pst) 

?"<) ه�(   gɑmbo 1  kiʃiri 2  kere 3 

33. dance (3-ms-pst) 

ر?@) ه�(   josombò 1  ʃwɑr 2  f4ɑ�zi 3 

34. dew 

�ɑùrigɑbò 1  űli- 2  suluŋɑ  �4ى 3 

35. die (3-ms-pst) 


ت) ه� (�   ɑgɑhɑitɑ� 1  űri- 2  muʃe 3 

36. dig (3-ms-pst) 

2-� ) ه�(    ɑíʃbò 1  dub�ɾi 2  fúdɑŋ 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

37. dirty 

ɑt’8òdò 1  ùɓε  و�>!ts�nsɑ 2  bɑ�di 3 

38. dog 

�kɑnɑ  آ�� 1  k:ɑu 2  d.�le 3 

39. drink (3-ms-pst) 

.�ب) ه�(   ɑgɑiʃ 1  �fɾí 2  mé:re 3 

40. dry (adj.) 

C.
�  ɑtʃɑ�mɑ� 1  k:űts�-nke- 2  hoʃolí 3 

41. dull 

!$0� 
�  sɑp’ɑ�n 1  ɑ-ki-nkɑ-kɑ-n 2  wɑlɑbi:li 3 

42. dust 

%7
ر  k’úrùm 1  fùlɑ�ní 2  ɑ�bɑ�ndʊr 3 

43. ear 

�wɑjɑ  أدن 1  jíb�n 2  ile 3 

44. earth 

�E  k’ɑابnsì 1  k:ɑtsìʔ 1  sɑkɑ 2 

45. egg 

F$#  tʃɑ<ʔɑ< 1  òmúwɑ�gɑʔ 2  hoholuʔ 3 

46. eight 

�$�
�G  wupò 1  kɑníndiʃ 2 ɑʃín�ntoloz�tkùnu  3 

47. elbow 

 kúlímiʃ 1  dudik4òp 2  kóŋgólo 3  آ�ع

48. eye 

!$)  ɑp 1  b�-bi 2  ɑ�ri 3 

49. fall (3-ms-pst) 

و?<) ه�(    ɑgɑkulú 1  kwir 2  zìké 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

50. fat 

!$��  hɑts:ɑsɑ� 1  twɑ-li-sɑ� 2  mórʃí 3 

51. father 

 4Iأ#�/ وا   nì 1  sòm 2  b4ó:bíné 3 

52. fear (n.) 

 �L  hɑʔiwê 1  f>tiɾ 2  hibɑŋ 3ف

53. feather 

MNر  mul 1  mùl 1  bʊʃ 2 

54. few 

�N�.  kɑsɑ�s 1  ts’on 2  g4>�si 3 

55. fight (3-ms-pst) 


آ� ) ه�(OEإ   ɑgɑʃiní 1  bìʃír 2  ʃɑgɑle 3 

56. fire 


ر�  tɑmɑ� 1  wɑt:íʃ 2  mó 3 

57. fish 

Q��  mɑkɑʔ 1  wɑts:ɑk 2  ìgùt 3 

58. five 

�=�L  k:úsí 1  bus�n 2  ɑʃin 3 

59. flower 

زه�ر/ ورد    ɑk:ús 1  wɑwɑ� 2  kùndunduluŋ 3 

60. fly (3-ms-pst) 


ر) ه�(&   ɑ�:pi 1  púlíl 2  fɑj 3 

61. foot 

 toko 1  ʃòg 2  hò 3  آ�ع

62. four 

 �mɑ  أر#�ts’i 1  dɑùgɑ�nín 2  ʃɑ:gùm 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

63. fruit 

Rاآ��  ɑnɑʃbo 1   dìdɑ�kɑndɑúʃídɑ�n  2  ùŋgùlɑrì 3 

64. fur 

wɑ  .�� 2$�انsímul 1  mùlbɑʃùm 2  d.��njɑrònɑ�bʊ�ʃ 3 

65. give (3-ms-pst) 

أد'ى ) ه�(   ɑgɑsɑsbò 1  kɑ�kírì 2  dɑ:nhinè 3 

66. go (3-ms-pst) 

�O/) ه�(   ɑgɑhó 1  jɑr 2  ɑ�deʔ 3 

67. good 

S��  ɑ�:kùm 1  b4>líns:ɑ� 2  g4odì 3 

68. grass 

M?  mɑti 1  ʃ4òí 2  ?ɑ<rɑ 3 

69. green 

�(Lأ  hɑzì 1  zín 2  gɑlɑzí 3 

70. guts 

  múiʃεʃi 1  síkínɑ��Tانʔ 2  íó 3 

71. hair 

��.  kwɑdímul 1  mùluk:um 2  bʊʃ 3 

72. hand 

4N  gwónzo 1  k4>l>� 2  tɑ�bɑ 3 

73. he 

kijɑ  ه�nɑ 1  hɑrnɑ 2  hine 3 

74. head 

�kwɑ  رسdí 1  k:őp 2  ùlu 3 

75. hear (3-ms-pst) 

��<) ه�(  ɑgɑt:ébo bɑsɑr / p4oli hɑ:niò 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

76. heart 

�?�   kíz 1  k:úpùdù 2  biʃi 3 

77. heavy 

�$UE  hɑgɑpɑjbo 1  dídín 2  ?�nsi 3 

78. here 


pólúm 1  ɑ  ه0mú 2  toh 3 

79. hit (3-ms-pst) 

��ب) ه�(   ɑgɑpwε�s 1  ʃεbírí 2  píéné 3 

80. hold (3-ms-pst) 

�=Q) ه�(   ɑgɑk:íɑtɑbò 1  k:εtiɾi 2  múf�ne 3 

81. horn 

ن?�   úʃum 1  kí 2  búlúŋ 3 

82. hot 

2
ر  /!<�   ɑgɑkɑrbò 1  ɓɑsìngɑ�sɑ 2  bɑ�dí 3 

83. house 

;$#  kɑʔɑ 1  ɠubí 2  ʃúlí 3 

84. how? 

nsɑ�  آ$C؟nɑke 1  gɑk�ní 2  ʃiné 3 

85. hunt (3-ms-pst) 


د) ه�("Wا   t:élùmɑ� 1  k:wɑʃərʃum 2  pijɑne 3 

86. I 


�X  t� 1  nɑkɑ 2  ɑli 3 

87. jump (3-ms-pst) 

Y�َ') ه�(   ɑgɑpíjɑ�tɑ� 1  púlí 2  fɑí 3 

88. kill (3-ms-pst) 

?�Z) ه�(     ɑgɑjɑp:ɑtɑbò     1  k4>ʃíɾí 2  fíjɑné 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

89. knee 

 úkúl 1  ɓCm 2  guʃuŋ 3  رآ�

90. knife 

!$[ّ�  kɑ�ndil 1  ʃìfɑ 2  hɑ�nd.ir 3 

91. know (3-ms-pst) 

(�ف) ه�(   ɑgɑʃɑ 1  miʃéɾi 2  mɑ�:d��ne 3 

92. lake 

�$-2  ɑgɑjiʃ 1  gîʃ 2  fulɑfiro 3 

93. laugh (3-ms-pst) 

�Q9ْ) ه�(   ɑt:jɑtɑbò 1  píjεsír 2  kε:di 3 

94. leaf 

�-�  �nsɑwɑ�j 1  s:éfefí 2  nɑʔile 3 

95. left (side) 


ل�.  wɑndɑl 1  g4ʊli 2  ɑgɑmbí 3 

96. light (not heavy) 

-LC$   ɑʃiŋɑ 1  p4otiʔ�ʃ 2  dɑfu:tí 3 

97. lip 

�-.  goŋgonɑnɑ� 1  jìsìtɑ 2  undunɑʃefɑ 3 

98. liver 

mɑ  آ4%jɑ� 1  dù 2  nɑnɑheʔ 3 

99. long 

�N�&  ɑpíli 1  t4űli-ŋ 2  soriŋí 3 

100. louse 

��?  ʃúkùm 1  ʃ4ùʔ�n 2  di:?í 3 

101. make (3-ms-pst) 

(��) ه�(   ɑgɑŋɑ� 1  mɑ�rì 2  ʃɑkɑlè 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

102. man 

gɑnzɑ  ر�5 1  jεgwɑ�z 2  �nbóde 3 

103. many 

ɑlɑ  آ[$�lì 1  swɑnswɑ� 2  dú?i 3 

104. meat 

�9I  wɑsi 1  ʃum 2  oʔóŋ 3 

105. moon 

��?  ɑnsí 1  pɑ-j 2  z�d.í 3 

106. mother 

 nɑtí 1  k4úm 2  dɑ:dɑ 3  ام

107. mountain 

�%5  kwě 1  ɓi 2  bele 3 

108. mouth 

��   nɑnɑ 1  t:ɑ 2  undu 3 

109. mud 

!$&  k:ɑnsi 1  twɑʔɑ- 2  zʊreʔ 3 

110. name 

�wɑsɑ  إ�� 1  zɑgɑ 2  hu 3 

111. narrow 

�$�  ɑkɑbò 1  t:�-bi-li-n 2  li:sí 3 

112. navel 

 �W  k:óʃum 1  k:úmú 2  ɑbʊltu 3ة

113. neck 

k:�nsɑ  ر?� 1  bɑ� 2  doŋɑ 3 

114. nest 

Mّ)ُ k:ɑpikɑ ~ kɑfikɑ   1  gùbíʔdìjù 2  ɑdúlú 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

115. new 

4N45  k:ɑ:dí 1  dɑz��ʃ 2  �ndókóló 3 

116. nine 

>=E  ʃèle 1  kɑndògòn 2 ɑʃ�nh�ndoloʃogɑm 3 

117. no 

_  hɑj 1  nɑ:nɑ� 2  hɑ 3 

118. nose 

Cأ�  ʃín 1  ʃùʃ 2  ɑmóŋ 3 

119. old (not new) 

�N4?  sɑssejo 1  dɑubɑ� 2  �mbεkɑtù 3 

120. one 

uʃikwɑ  وا42in 1  k:ɑʔi 2  dokúnu 3 

121. other 

`�
E  nɑŋɑbɑ 1  ɗén 2  mɑnɑ 3 

122. path 

���  ɑrihɑw 1  kiεnk4umɑ� 2  gɑgɑl 3 

123. person 

@<ْ. uʃikwɑnɑsidi     1  jibɑ 2  �nmíli 3 

124. pull (3-ms-pst) 

�5َ'ة) ه�(  ɑgɑwɑɑtɑ pɑir bu:ne 

125. push (3-ms-pst) 

ة 6Iَ') ه�(   ɑgɑʃúpo 1  kεdír 2  dɑ�nolò 3 

126. rain (n.) 

�"�  ɑnso 1  wo 2  ruɑʔ 3 

127. rat 

�  ��رnts:ɑ 1  ts: i-k 2  ɑmɑnzí 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

128. red 

ɑbúmbɑ 1  p:ε  أ��2lεn 2  bi:ní 3 

129. right (side) 

!$�N  bɑnz 1  k:ɑnɑ 2  tɑ�bɑgudí 3 

130. ripe 

 Fa� /b�
�   ɑgɑhɑìpí ε�tɑ� 1  íʃín 2  nɑfɑ�j 3 

131. river 

 �9# /���   nɑtʃíwomɑ� 1  ɑ�dímɑ�nts:u 2  buliʔ 3 

132. root 

nsɑ�  65ورtòkò 1  bìl 2  nεfilí 3 

133. rope 

�%2  ʃɑ:ʃi 1  ʃ4Cj 2  mɑrtɑ 3 

134. rotten 

!-)  ɑkwɑ�pɑtɑ� 1  dún 2  wɑ:nì 3 

135. run (3-ms-pst) 

�5ى) ه�(   ɑgɑwɑ:tɑ 1  pɑir 2  bune 3 

136. salt 

S��  kɑlú 1  t:ɑʃ 2  kwɑrí 3 

137. sand 

�s  ر��mɑ 1  púʃ 2  ʃe:ge 3 

138. say (3-ms-pst) 


ل) ه�(?   ɑgɑɑbu 1  úr 2  r>:te 3 

139. scratch (3-ms-pst) 

Q2َ') ه�(   ɑgúnsù 1  ts:ósír 2  kwɑ�nk�nì 3 

140. see (3-ms-pst) 


ف) ه�(.   ɑgɑʃɑbò 1  jìlil 2  mɑ:dni 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

141. seed 

ɑpijò 1  dɑ  #6ورmún 2  nɑ:ri 3 

142. seven 

��%�  mɑmpìn 1  k:ɑnsù 2 ɑʃinhint>wluholoŋono3  

143. sharp 

!$0�  ts:ɑpio 1  kw>�lí 2  biluŋdu 3 

144. short 

�$T?  ɑʃíɾɑbò 1  kutin 2  niŋgiʃí   3 

145. sing (3-ms-pst) 

07َ'/) ه�(   ɑgɑkwɑʃɑbò 1  tíʃír 2  hé:ɾe  3 

146. sit (3-ms-pst) 

?�4) ه�(   ɑgɑgɑɾɑ� 1  s4okir 2  ɗɑwɑʃè 3 

147. skin 

4�5 j�lìts/mɑlɑ�goŋgo wɑ�lɑ ʃε�fɑ 

148. sky 


ء��  kwejò 1  měʃ 2  ʃor 3 

149. sleep (3-ms-pst) 


م) ه�(�   ɑgɑʃô: 1  �ʃir 2  tɑrʃíné 3 

150. small 

�$cW  nɑmɑ�ʃ 1  ts:òn 2  gwɑsí 3 

151. smell (3-ms-pst) 

(v.t.) ) ه� (�.   ɑgɑtʃ:iŋpò 1  gεd.iri 2  ŋwon�nè 3 

152. smoke (n.) 

 k:urùm 1  kúr 1  du:tɑ 2  د5
ن

153. smooth 

�)
�  wuru 1  wFt 1  misɑmuɾu 2 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

154. snake 

�wʊd.ì 1  dɑ  د#$�ʃú 2  korieʔ 3 

155. sneeze (3-ms-pst) 

("d) ه�(   ɑgɑεʃε�l 1  d.ε�tír 2  hɑt�ʃè 3 

156. spider 

�p�tipítíkɑ  (0]%�ت 1  k4ɑ�títi 2  ɑbɑrbɑt 3 

157. spit (3-ms-pst) 

CE) ه�(   ɑts:utùbò 1  t:εfirmɑ�lɑ� 2  kozé 3 

158. stand (3-ms-pst) 

و?C) ه�(   ɑnoŋo 1  d4ʊʃir 2  biεle 3 

159. star 

�a�  pijεlɑ 1  k�l 2  ji:so 3 

160. stick (n.) 

�nsɑ�  (�د 1  sɑ 1 uŋgulé 

161. stone 

�<2  ʃɑ:ŋgɑ� 1  >�ʃ 2  bijεle 3 

162. straight 

k�lek�lè 1  jɑ  د?�يnkεlεkεlε� 1  sεlɑtí 2 

163. sun 

d�.  ɑbɑ 1  k4òmɑ�tí 2  monzó 3 

164. sweep (3-ms-pst) 

َ?M') ه�(   ɑgɑsíli 1  ʃεlimɑdɑ 2  fijεtɑŋ 3 

165. swim (3-ms-pst) 


م) ه�()   ɑgɑmúliŋ 1  fɑd.ir 2  m>le 3 

166. tail 

 kwʊndèʔ 1  tsín 2  ɑbɑɾeʔ 3  د��
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

167. take (3-ms-pst) 

أ4L )ه�(   ɑkɑbò 1  kɑjiɾ 2  osolèɑ�ni 3 

168. teach (3-ms-pst) 

َ(��f) ه�(   ɑgɑserɑbò 1  ɑlɑ�m�l 2  bùsiŋè 3 

169. that 

 ití 1  dúnù 2  mɑndi 3  داك

170. they 

 lεpεt 1  hònɑ 2  mɑré 3  ه�م

171. thick 

F$�7  ɑkεlbo 1  bɑ�jɑsɑbíbi 2  d4unì 3 

172. thin 

C$��  ɑk:órò 1  bε�zín 2  kor>sí 3 

173. think (3-ms-pst) 

�]�f) ه�(   ɑgɑwɑgu 1  gɑ�zɑr 2  ziŋziŋe 3 

174. this 

 ntí 1  ínɑ 2  �mbé 3�  َد

175. thorn 

�ɑgùm 1  kɑ  .�آ:kɑ 2  kɑ�ʃi 3 

176. three 

�GhG  tí:zi 1  gɑdiʃ 2  zεtkunú 3 

177. throw (3-ms-pst) 

ر�/) ه�(   ɑpɑejbo 1  bε�síri 2  dɑ:gé 3 

178. thunder 

ɑkwε  ر(4sbò 1  wɑkɑɾ�mbíbì 2  robèr 3 

179. tongue 


ن=I  �ns:ɑl 1  lε�:t 2  hɑle 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

180. tree 

�a.  insɑ� 1  sɑ 1  uŋgulé 2 

181. two 

!$0Gإ  mɑmbu 1  s4ùʔ�n 2  hɑlɑŋono 3 

182. vomit (3-ms-pst) 

)ه�( &�ش   ɑgɑt:úʃobò 1  jè�r 2  gwi?è 3 

183. war 

ɑwɑ  �2بʔo 1  tòm 2  ɑboʃo 3 

184. water 

�hɑ<ʔɑ< 1  jìdób�sìbɑ  ��ي 2  fì:ri 3 

185. wedding (n.) 

okɑ  (�سpò 1  bεpimɑ�ʃ 2  hɑ:dé 3 

186. wet 

!$I  hɑiʃɑ� 1  jε-s’�-n 2  bú:si 3 

187. when? 

  nɑpɑŋgɑ ~ nɑfɑŋgɑ 1  gɑtʃiní 2  �né:ne 3�Z$!؟

188. where? 

�nogɑ  وN!؟ 1  úm�ni 2  ŋwɑné 3 

189. white 

F$#أ  ɑkɑti 1  p:ɑtɑn 2  fo:dí 3 

190. who? 

kedígɑ 1  jìdɑ  ��0؟ 2  �ndɑ 3 

191. wide 

ɑnɑ  وا�<kɑbò 1  bɑn 2  zí:nɑjó 3 

192. wife 

�ɑkɑ  زو5jó 1  bɑ�mítbɑm 2  niεnko 3 
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A. Combined wordlist for Ganza, Komo, and “Baruun be Magtole” (continued): 

 

English gloss Arabic gloss Ganza Komo “Baruun be Magtole” 

193. wind 

�2  ʃú:bì 1  pùt 2  bumbɑni 3 

194. wing 

05
ح kwɑpɑ ~ kwɑfɑ     1  kwɑp 1  b4oi 2 

195. woman 

�َ�َ  sɑ: 1  bɑ�mit 2  niŋɑ 3 

196. worm 

�ts:ɑndɑ  دود 1  s:ondɑ 1  buloŋbulóŋ 2 

197. yellow 

�-Wأ  gɑluʃó  k:ɑjínmɑ�pεli ___________ 

198. yesterday 

�t:úmɑn 1  gɑ  ا�%
رحkîm 2  d.i:dì 3 

199. you (masc. sg.) 

<jě 1  nɑ3jnɑ 2  �nk  إ�َ; 3 

200. you (plural) 

�Zا�  kɑ:lε�pε�t 1  nùmɑ 2  hɑtú 3 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta 

Comments: The “Baruun be Magtole” wordlist is the one collected on this survey trip. If no tone is indicated above the vowel on that 

list, this means that the tone is mid-tone. The Berta wordlist is taken from the report by Siebert et al. 2002. The numbers on the right of 

the phonetic transcriptions indicate cognate decisions. Untagged forms are words which were excluded from analysis. See section 

3.1.3 for further details. 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

1. all 
 k�liŋ 1  tʃ’ìl:íŋ [tʃ’��lù]  1 

1. all 

2. and 
 gwɑ 1  [u] ɑ�d> / ɑ�ɗ>  2 

2. and 

3. ant 
 bí:ʃú 1  gɑ�mʊdùʔ  2 

3. ant 

4. arrow 
 pjéʔ ~ fjéʔ 1  fí:jɑ�ʔ  1 

4. arrow 

5. ashes 
 hohutɑ 1  bùb[ù]dɑ�ʔ  2 

5. ashes 

6. ask (3-ms-pst) 
 h�ndɑ�kot�ní  [t>�kóθ�ŋɑ] / t>�k>nε 

6. ask (3-fs-pres)  

7. axe 
 ɗoŋ 1  ɗ>ŋ  1 

7. axe 

8. back 
 gundì 1  gùndí  1 

8. back 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

9. bad 
 tugúʃí 1  ʃùní  2 

9. bad 

10. banana 
 moz  ɑ�l mú:z 

10. banana 

11. bark (n. – of tree) 
 uŋgonɑhò 1  s’èʔìr  2 

11. bark (n. – of tree) 

12. basket 
 kɑtɑjɑ 1  ɑ�ʃét  2 

12. basket 

13. belly 
 íó 1        ɑ�j:ʊʔ  [�ʃì]  2 

13. belly 

14. big 
 ɗuŋì 1  ɗε�ŋ�  1 

14. big 

15. bird 
 misε 1  mìs’ε  1 

15. bird 

16. bite (3-ms-pst) 
 dɑ:nhinè               bì:ɗεnε 

16. bite, verb 

17. black 
 mi:li 1  mìlíʔ  1 

17. black 

18. blood 
 kɑfɑŋ 1        bə�rʊ�wə�ŋ  2 

[sweat] 

18. blood 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

19. blow (3-ms-pst) 
 funé  fùlɑʔ 

19. blow, he blows 

20. bone 
 gɑrɑ 1         k’ɑ�:rɑ�ʔ  1 

20. bone 

21. breast(s) 
 ir 1   �r  1 

21. breast(s) 

22. brown 
 bínɑré 1       mìlíʔ  2 

22. brown 

23. burn (3-ms-pst)  
 tusɑŋì  dɑ:rɑrúʔ 

23. burn, it burns 

24. chicken 
 miséʔ         m��s’ε�ʔ [h>ŋh>ŋ]   

24. chicken 

25. child 
 gwɑ 1     gε�d��  2 

25. child 

26. claw 
 mògò 1     mɑ:ʃʊ�ʔ  2 

26. claw 

27. cloud 
 b4ód.�n 1  ɑ�gú:rùʔ  2 

27. cloud 

28. cold 
 dɑ:ʃí   _________   

28. cold, adjective 

29. come (3-ms-pst) 
 ɑ�díɑ�e  ɑ�dú:ʔí 

29. come, it comes 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

30. cook (3-fm-pst) 
 gúzdugɑ�  mɑ�nε�ʔ[íʔ] 

30. cook, she cooks the food 

31. count (3-ms-pst) 
kére hɑ�sɑβɑnε 

31. count, he counts the 

bananas 

32. cut (3-ms-pst) 
 kere  k’í:rɑ� 

32. cut, he cuts the meat 

33. dance (3-ms-pst) 
 f4ɑ�zi  h>�s’ε�ʔ[íʔ] 

33. dance, he dances 

34. dew 
 suluŋɑ� 1     kə�zì:jàʔ  2 

34. dew 

35. die (3-ms-pst)   
 muʃe  mùʃε 

35. die, he dies 

36. dig (3-ms-pst)  
 fúdɑŋ  p’ɑ:lεʔ[í] 

36. dig, he digs 

37. dirty 
 bɑ�di 1         g��d� [g�dɑŋgɑ]  2 

37. dirty, of clothing 

38. dog 
 d.�le 1  gε�líʔ  1 

38. dog 

39. drink (3-ms-pst) 
 mé:re                mε:rɑ� 

39. drink, he drinks 

40. dry (adj.) 
 hoʃolí 1  h>�ʃε�dí / hʊ.εdí  1 

40. dry, of clothing 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

41. dull 
 wɑlɑbi:li 1  jìmùlɑ: p’ìlíndù  2 

41. dull 

42. dust 
 ɑ�bɑ�ndʊr 1  ɑ�mbʊ�dʊr:  1 

42. dust 

43. ear 
 ile 1  ìlε�:ʔ  1 

43. ear 

44. earth 
 sɑkɑ 1  s’ε�k’ɑʔ  1 

44. earth, ground 

45. egg 
 hoholuʔ 1  [m��s’é] bò:  2 

45. egg 

46. eight 
    ɑʃín�ntoloz�tkùnu   [arab.] 

46. eight 

47. elbow 
 kóŋgólo 1   k’óŋk’ólòŋ  1 

47. elbow 

48. eye 
 ɑ�ri 1  ɑrε�ʔ  1 

48. eye 

49. fall (3-ms-pst) 
 zìké  [hù:]wεʔí 

49. fall, he falls down 

50. fat 
 mórʃí   k’>�ʃ   

50. fat, grease 

51. father 
 b4ó:bíné 1  [ʔ]ɑb:ɑ�  2 

51. father 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

52. fear (n.) 
 hibɑŋ 1  ɑ�?�� hí:ɓ  1 

52. fear (n.) 

53. feather 
 bʊʃ    mìs’ε�ʔ bú:ʃ[ú]   

53. feather 

54. few 
 g4>�si 1             bɑ�:lʃúgʊ  2 

54. few 

55. fight (3-ms-pst) 
 ʃɑgɑle  ʃù:k’ɑnε 

55. fight, he fights 

56. fire 
 mó 1  mùʔ  1 

56. fire 

57. fish 
 ìgùt 1  jʊ�gʊ[ɾ]θ  1 

57. fish 

58. five 
 ɑʃin  [arab.] 

58. five 

59. flower 
 kùndunduluŋ 1    dù:dúbε�[?]ε�níʔ  2 

59. flower 

60. fly (3-ms-pst) 
 fɑj  bε�dε 

60. fly, it flies 

61. foot 
 hò 1   hʊʔ gúʃuŋ  1 

61. foot 

62. four 
 ʃɑ:gùm  [arab.] 

62. four 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

63. fruit 
 ùŋgùlɑrì 1     ɑrε�ʔ  1 

63. fruit 

64. fur 
 d.��njɑrònɑ�bʊ�ʃ      bù:ʃùʔ   

64. fur 

65. give (3-ms-pst) 
 dɑ:nhinè  dà:nεʔ 

65. give, he gives it to me 

66. go (3-ms-pst) 
 ɑ�deʔ  ɑ�dɑ 

66. go  

67. good 
 g4odì 1      p’ì[:]ʃí  2 

67. good 

68. grass 
 ?ɑ<rɑ 1     ?ε�:rɑ�ʔ  1 

68. grass 

69. green 
 gɑlɑzí 1    gε�lε�zí  1 

69. green 

70. guts 
 íó 1    ε�jʊ:k’ɑ[:]zíʔ  2 

70. guts 

71. hair 
 bʊʃ 1  bùʃ [ɓùʃ]  1 

71. hair of head 

72. hand 
 tɑ�bɑ 1     tMɑ�bɑʔ / tMɑ�βɑʔ  1 

72. hand 

73. he 
 hine 1     ŋìnε�ʔ  2 

73. he 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

74. head 
 ùlu 1   ɑ�lú  1 

74. head 

75. hear (3-ms-pst) 
hɑ:niò hɑ�:lɑ�ʔ 

75. hear; he, it hears 

76. heart 
 biʃi 1     bìʃíʔ /bìʃìʔ  1 

76. heart 

77. heavy 
 ?�nsi 1    m/ε�ts’í  1 

77. heavy 

78. here 
 toh 1  θε�lε  2 

78. here 

79. hit (3-ms-pst)  
 píéné                k[:]>�rɑ 

79. hit, he hits the donkey 

80. hold (3-ms-pst) 
 múf�ne               ŋù:fɑ�nε 

80. hold, he holds the bananas 

81. horn 
 búlúŋ 1  bʊ�lʊ�ŋ  1 

81. horn 

82. hot 
 bɑ�dí 1  bNɗi  1 

82. hot, of water 

83. house 
 ʃúlí 1  ʃùlìʔ  1 

83. house 

84. how? 
 ʃiné 1  [ɑ�:] ʃɑ/εnε�  1 

84. how? 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

85. hunt (3-ms-pst) 
 pijɑne    [k’ɑ:bɑ�] ε�ndε�nε   

85. hunt, he hunts 

86. I 
 ɑli 1  ʔεlìʔ  1 

86. I 

87. jump (3-ms-pst) 
 fɑí  gù:ɗɑ 

87. jump, he jumps 

88. kill (3-ms-pst) 
 fíjɑné                fì:jε�nεʔ 

88. kill, the snake kills the rat 

89. knee 
 guʃuŋ 1     gʊ�ʃʊŋ  1 

89. knee 

90. knife 
 hɑ�nd.ir 1    hɑŋg��r  1 

90. knife 

91. know (3-ms-pst) 
 mɑ�:d��ne               m>�:dɑn 

91. know  

92. lake 
 fulɑfiro 1     fìrì wε�lɑ bùnì  2 

92. lake 

93. laugh (3-ms-pst) 
 kε:di  k’é:dàʔ 

93. laugh, he laughs 

94. leaf 
 nɑʔile  dù[:]dʊ�ʔ [pl] 

94. leaf 

95. left (side) 
 ɑgɑmbí 1  hɑ�bɑ:gε�bì  1 

95. left (side) 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

96. light (not heavy) 
 dɑfu:tí 1  [w>�lɑ:hì]  2 

96. light (not heavy) 

97. lip 
 undunɑʃefɑ 1  ɑ�ndù ʃɑ�fɑ�ʔ  1 

97. lip 

98. liver     
 nɑnɑheʔ 1   ��  2 

98. liver     

99. long 
 soriŋí 1  s’ùr[ì]ŋí:  1 

99. long 

100. louse 
 di:?í 1  dí:ŋí  1 

100. louse 

101. make (3-ms-pst) 
 ʃɑkɑlè             ʃε�k’ɑ�lɑnɑ 

101. make, he makes a stool 

102. man 
 �nbóde 1  [ε�]ndímì:liʔ  2 

102. man 

103. many 
 dú?i 1  hòrʔ>ŋ  2 

103. many 

104. meat 
 oʔóŋ 1  ùʔúŋ  1 

104. meat 

105. moon 
 z�d.í 1  s��gìʔ  1 

105. moon 

106. mother 
 dɑ:dɑ 1    ɑ�:mɑ                      2 

106. mother 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

107. mountain 
 bele 1  ɑ�z:ʊ�:[lu:]lɑ�ʔ          2 

107. mountain 

108. mouth 
 undu 1  ʔɑndùʔ  1 

108. mouth 

109. mud 
 zʊreʔ 1   súrε�ʔ  1 

109. mud 

110. name 
 hu 1 ɑ�l ʔís[��]m  [arab.] 

110. name 

111. narrow 
 li:sí 1  [d.ìŋ] k’>�s’í  2 

111. narrow 

112. navel 
 ɑbʊltu 1  ɑ�búldʊʔ  1 

112. navel 

113. neck 
 doŋɑ 1   d>�ŋ>�ʔ  1 

113. neck, nape of neck 

114. nest 
 ɑdúlú 1  mís’ε� ʃʊlí  2 

114. nest 

115. new 
 �ndókóló 1  d.�ŋtε�k>�l>ʔ  1 

115. new 

116. nine 
ɑʃ�nh�ndoloʃogɑm  [arab.] 

116. nine 

117. no 
 hɑ 1  βɑ�lɑ�:ziʔ  2 

117. no 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

118. nose 
 ɑmóŋ 1   ɑ�múŋ  1 

118. nose 

119. old (not new) 
 �mbεkɑtù 1  d.�ŋgε�bʊ�lʊʔ  2 

119. old (not new) 

120. one 
 dokúnu 1  ɗúk’ʊnʊ  1 

120. one 

121. other 
 mɑnɑ 1   mɑ�nɑ  1 

121. other 

122. path 
 gɑgɑl 1  h>�ŋ>�r[ε�] húʔ  2 

122. path 

123. person 
 �nmíli  _____________ 

123. person 

124. pull (3-ms-pst)—

wrong word elicited bu:ne gù:rɑ 
124. pull, he pulls 

125. push (3-ms-pst)  
 dɑ�nolò  ε�:lɑ8 

125. push, he pushes 

126. rain (n.) 
 ruɑʔ 1   r>:ʔ  1 

126. rain (n.) 

127. rat 
 ɑmɑnzí 1  ɑ�mɑ�θ�ŋ  2 

127. rat 

128. red 
 bi:ní 1  bε�ŋε�níʔ / ��  1 

128. red 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

129. right (side) 
 tɑ�bɑgudí 1  hɑ�bɑ: p’ì:ʃíʔ  2 

129. right (side) 

130. ripe 
 nɑfɑ�j 1  mɑ�n[εʔ]íʔ  2 

130. ripe 

131. river 
 buliʔ 1   fìrìʔ  2 

131. river 

132. root 
 nεfilí 1   fì:líʔ  1 

132. root 

133. rope 
 mɑrtɑ 1  [ɑ�s] sεlbN�  2 

133. rope 

134. rotten 
 wɑ:nì 1  d.��ŋ hàrε�bε�ʔ[í]  2 

134. rotten 

135. run (3-ms-pst) 
 bune  bù:né 

135. run, he runs 

136. salt 
 kwɑrí 1   k’>�rí  1 

136. salt 

137. sand 
 ʃe:ge 1  ʃε:k’ε�ʔ  1 

137. sand 

138. say (3-ms-pst) 
 r>:te  k’ɑlεʔ[í] 

138. say, he says 

139. scratch (3-ms-pst) 
 kwɑ�nk�nì  k’>�ŋk4ɑnɑ 

139. scratch, he scratches 

himself 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

140. see (3-ms-pst) 
 mɑ:dni  h>�ŋk4ɑnɑ 

140. see, he sees 

141. seed 
 nɑ:ri 1  ɑrís’ɑ�ʔ  2 

141. seed 

142. seven 
ɑʃinhint>wluholoŋono  [arab.] 

142. seven 

143. sharp 
 biluŋdu 1  jim p’ìlíndʊ�  1 

143. sharp, sharp edge 

144. short 
 niŋgiʃí   1  ɗùkùrí  2 

144. short 

145. sing (3-ms-pst) 
 hé:ɾe   hɑ:rɑ�ʔ 

145. sing, he sings 

146. sit (3-ms-pst) 
 ɗɑwɑʃè  ɗ>�ŋ>ʃε 

146. sit, he sits 

147. skin 
ʃε�fɑ              1  ʃàfɑ�ʔ 1 

147. skin 

148. sky 
 ʃor 1       ʃór / ɑs sɑmɑ�ʔ [arab.]     1 

148. sky 

149. sleep (3-ms-pst) 
 tɑrʃíné  θírʃɑ� / dMírʃɑ� 

149. sleep, he sleeps 

150. small 
 gwɑsí 1   k’>�sí  1 

150. small 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

151. smell (3-ms-pst) (v.t.) 
 ŋwon�nè  ɑŋ>nε�ʔ[ì] 

151. smell, she smells the 

flower 

152. smoke (n.) 
 du:tɑ 1   ù:rɑʔ  2 

152. smoke, of fire 

153. smooth 
 misɑmuɾu 1  [ɗé:ɗe:s’í] dìr:ε�bε�zí  2 

153. smooth 

154. snake 
 korieʔ 1  k’úrí/ɑʔ  1 

154. snake 

155. sneeze (3-ms-pst) 
 hɑt�ʃè  ɑhɑ t’ε�ʃ:��?ɑ� 

155. sneeze, he sneezes 

156. spider 
 ɑbɑrbɑt 1  ɑ�bə�r[ə�]bət  1 

156. spider 

157. spit (3-ms-pst) 
 kozé  bʊ�s’ɑ 

157. spit, he spits 

158. stand (3-ms-pst) 
 biεle  [ɑ�hɑθɑ�] 

158. stand, he stands 

159. star 
 ji:so 1   í:s’ùʔ  1 

159. star 

160. stick (n.) 
uŋgulé          1  w>�dí[:]jɑʔ 2 

160. stick (n.) 

161. stone 
 bijεle 1   bìlε�ʔ  1 

161. stone 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

162. straight 
 sεlɑtí 1  [gɑdí] gò:lí  2 

162. straight 

163. sun 
 monzó 1  mʊ�nzʊʔ  1 

163. sun 

164. sweep (3-ms-pst)  
 fijεtɑŋ  fε�:ðɑ�[nɑ] 

164. sweep, she sweeps the 

house 

165. swim (3-ms-pst) 
 m>le  s’��rε� fìr[ì] 

165. swim, it swims 

166. tail 
 ɑbɑɾeʔ 1  ɑ�b>r>�ʔ                 1 

166. tail 

167. take (3-ms-pst) 
 osolèɑ�ni  hɑ�s’úrεn:ε 

167. take, he takes the bananas 

168. teach (3-ms-pst) 
 bùsiŋè  ɑ�g:εr:ɑ�ŋ[ɑʔ]ε 

168. teach, she teaches the child 

169. that 
 mɑndi 1  mbε�θ�ʔ  2 

169. that 

170. they 
 mɑré 1   mε�rεʔ  1 

170. they 

171. thick 
 d4unì 1   mɑ�rʃí  2 

171. thick 

172. thin 
 kor>sí 1      ɗúgùrì / ɗúkùrì  2 

172. thin 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

173. think (3-ms-pst) 
 ziŋziŋe  hásεbε�ʔí 

173. think, he thinks 

174. this 
 �mbé 1  mbε�lεʔ  1 

174. this 

175. thorn 
 kɑ�ʃi 1  ɑ�:ʃíʔ [ŋg>�lè]  1 

175. thorn 

176. three 
 zεtkunú  [arab.] 

176. three 

177. throw (3-ms-pst) 
 dɑ:gé  ɗɑ�:k’ɑnε� 

177. throw, he throws the spear 

178. thunder 
 robèr 1      r>�:ŋg>�ʔ [k’uk’u]  2 

178. thunder 

179. tongue 
 hɑle 1               hɑ:lɑ�ʔ  1 

179. tongue 

180. tree 
 uŋgulé 1  hìs’íjáʔ  2 

180. tree 

181. two 
 hɑlɑŋono 1  h>�l>ŋ>ní  1 

181. two 

182. vomit (3-ms-pst)  
 gwi?è  gʊ�gʊmɑ� 

182. vomit, he vomits 

183. war 
 ɑboʃo  ɑ�l hɑrb (arab.) 

183. war 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

184. water 
 fì:ri 1   bɑ�ɗì  2 

184. water 

185. wedding (n.) 
 hɑ:dé  ɑ�l ʔ�r[��]s 

185. wedding (n.) 

186. wet 
 bú:si 1   bùsí  1 

186. wet, of clothing 

187. when? 
 �né:ne 1        ɑwúnεʔ  2 

187. when? 

188. where? 
 ŋwɑné 1   wɑ�:nε  1 

188. where? 

189. white 
 fo:dí 1   fùdí  1 

189. white 

190. who? 
 �ndɑ 1   ndεl>�ʔ  2 

190. who? 

191. wide 
 zí:nɑjó 1  gɑ�:mɑ�ʔ  2 

191. wide 

192. wife 
 niεnko 1  nìŋε / nì?ε  2 

192. wife 

193. wind 
 bumbɑni 1  búmbɑ:nì  1 

193. wind 

194. wing 
 b4oi 1  bòwɑ�:lúʔ  2 

194. wing 
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B. Combined wordlist for “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

English gloss for “Baruun 

be Magtole” wordlist 

“Baruun be Magtole” Berta English gloss for Berta wordlist 

195. woman 
 niŋɑ 1  n��?ε / n��ŋε  1 

195. woman 

196. worm 
 buloŋbulóŋ 1   h>�r>ŋ  2 

196. worm 

197. yellow 
___________ gɑ�:ʃɑʔ / gɑ�:.ɑʔ 

197. yellow 

198. yesterday 
 d.i:dì 1   gì:dí  1 

198. yesterday 

199. you (masc. sg.) 
 �nk> 1   ŋg>�ʔ  1 

199. you (masc. sg.) 

200. you (plural) 
 hɑtú 1         hɑ�θú / hɑ�zú  1 

200. you (plural) 
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C. Correspondence between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta 

Comment: “PSS” in the following table means “Phonetically Similar Segments.”  

 

“Baruun be 

Magtole” 

Berta Attestation Comments 

b b 76, 81, 82, 112, 128, 156, 

161, 166, 186, 193 

 

b ɓ 52 PSS, differing in implosive 

quality 

b b/ɓ 71  

b b/β 72 PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

b p’ 143 PSS, differing in voicing and 

ejective quality 

t t 156  

t d 112 PSS, differing in voicing 

t θ 57, 200 PSS, differing slightly in point 

of articulation and in manner of 

articulation 

t z 200 PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

t tM 72 PSS, differing in point of 

articulation 

d d 100, 113, 143, 189, 198  

d t 115 PSS, differing in voicing 

d ɗ 82, 120 PSS, differing in implosive 

quality 

ɗ ɗ 7, 14  

d. g 38, 90, 198 PSS, differing slightly in point 

of articulation and in manner of 

articulation 
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C. Correspondence between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

“Baruun be 

Magtole” 

Berta Attestation Comments 

k tʃ’ 1 PSS, differing slightly in point 

of articulation, in manner of 

articulation, and in ejective 

quality 

f f 97, 132, 147, 189  

fj fí:j 4 Insertion of long vowel in Berta 

h h 40, 52, 61, 90, 179, 181, 

200 

 

/ j 57 Word-initial consonant dropped 

in “Baruun be Magtole” 

k k 115  

k g 199 PSS, differing in voicing 

k k’ 44, 47, 120, 154 PSS, differing in ejective 

quality 

k / 175 Word-initial consonant dropped 

in Berta 

kw k’ 136 PSS, differing in labialization 

and ejective quality 

g g 8, 57, 69, 89, 95  

g k’ 20, 47, 137 PSS, differing in voicing and 

ejective quality 

gw k’ 150 PSS, differing in voicing, 

labialization, and ejective 

quality 

ʔ ʔ 104, 109, 126, 154, 166  

/ ʔ 76, 83, 112, 113, 115, 132, 

137, 147, 159, 161, 170, 

175, 179 

Word-final glottal stop in Berta 

m m 15, 17, 56, 118, 121,163, 

170 

 

n n 84, 120, 121, 128, 163, 

181, 188, 193, 195 
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C. Correspondence between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

“Baruun be 

Magtole” 

Berta Attestation Comments 

n t 77 PSS, differing in nasalization 

and voicing 

n ŋ 90, 115, 199 PSS, differing in point of 

articulation 

? ? 68  

? m/ 77 PSS, differing in point of 

articulation 

? ŋ 100 PSS, differing in point of 

articulation 

ŋ ŋ 7, 14, 47, 81, 89, 99, 104, 

113, 118, 181, 195 

 

ŋ ? 52, 195 PSS, differing in point of 

articulation 

ŋ n 143  

ŋw w 188 Pre-nasalization of labial-velar 

approximant 

nd nd 8, 97  

b mb 42 PSS, differing in pre-

nasalization 

nd d 42 PSS, differing in pre-

nasalization 

mb b 95 PSS, differing in pre-

nasalization in “Baruun be 

Magtole” 

mb mb 174, 193  

r r 20, 21, 42, 48, 63, 68, 90, 

99, 109, 126, 148, 154, 

156, 166, 170 

 

s s 150, 186   

s s’ 15, 44, 77, 99, 159 PSS, differing in ejective 

quality 
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C. Correspondence between “Baruun be Magtole” and Berta (continued): 

 

“Baruun be 

Magtole” 

Berta Attestation Comments 

ʃ ʃ 71, 76, 83, 84, 89, 97, 137, 

147, 148, 175 

 

ʃ ʃ/. 40  

z z 69, 163  

z s 109 PSS, differing in voicing 

j / 159, 161 Approximant missing in Berta 

l l 17, 38, 43, 47, 69, 74, 81, 

83, 86, 112, 115, 132, 161, 

179,181 

 

l d 40 PSS, differing in manner of 

articulation 

/ ŋ 47 Word-final consonant dropped 

in “Baruun be Magtole” 

/ -ŋε�- 128 Extra syllable in Berta 

/ hɑ�b 95 Extra syllable in Berta 

-nɑ- / 97 Insertion of extra syllable word-

medially in “Baruun be 

Magtole” 

nε- / 132 Extra prefix in “Baruun be 

Magtole” 

/ -lεʔ 174 Considering Berta to have a 

suffix  

V ʔV 86  

hibɑŋ ɑ�?�� hí:ɓ 52 This appears to be a reversal of 

syllables. 
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D. Group interview questionnaire 

1. What do you call yourselves in your language? 

2. What do the _______ (fill in the name of neighboring tribes) call you? 

3. What do you call the name of your language when you are speaking your 

language? 

4. In which villages around here do people speak the mother tongue (MT) 

exactly like you? 

5. Which villages speak your language differently but you can still understand 

them?  

6. Which villages speak your language but speak it so differently from you that 

you cannot understand it? 

7. Which is the best village for an outsider to live in to learn your language?  

8. Are there MT people who speak the MT poorly? Where do they live? 

9. Which nearby villages speak an entirely different language? 

10. What languages do they speak in ________ (list villages from #5)? 

11. Are there any villages far away from here where people speak the same 

language as you? 

12. What languages do people present at this interview speak well? 

13. What languages do people present at this interview speak but not as well as 

those listed in answer to #12? 

14. What language(s) do people here understand but not speak? 

15. Are there people in your village who do not speak your language?  

• Are these just a few people or many people?  

• What language(s) do they speak? 

• Do they learn your language? 

16. Are there people in the village who speak your language as their only 

language? Who (not names, but general classification, like the old, the young, 

men, women, etc.)? 
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D. Group interview questionnaire (continued): 

17. Do you know any MT people who do not speak the MT any more? 

• Are there many? 

• Where do they live (cities like Khartoum, towns, or villages)? 

18. Do you think it would be good to be able to read and write your language? 

Would you like to learn to read and write your MT? 

19. What language do children in your village learn first? 

20. Do many children learn another language before they start school? 

21. Where is the best ____ (MT) spoken? Why is it the best? 

22. Are the young people proud of your language? 

23. When the children of this village grow up and have children of their own, do 

you think those children will speak your language? Is this good or bad? Why? 

24. Do young people in the village speak the MT well, the way it should be 

spoken? 

25. What kind of things would you like to have written in your language? 

26. Are there local people working on writing the language? Is there a language 

committee? 

27. Do you ever hear your MT spoken on the radio? 

28. Is the MT ever used in public meetings? If so, what meetings, and by who? 

29. What language(s) do you use most often: 

• with your families? 

• in a personal prayer? 

• with your friend(s) (in the village)? 

• with the village leader(s)? 

• in the fields? 

• at the market (in the village)? 

• with government officials? 

• at funerals or social gatherings? 

• in singing traditional songs? 
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D. Group interview questionnaire (continued): 

30. Is it good to allow a young (MT speaker) man or woman to marry a woman or 

man who is not a (MT) speaker? 

31. Does this happen very often?  

32. Which language is best for a teacher to use in school? Why?  

33. Which languages should be taught in school?  

34. If a young person speaks L2/trade language at home, would an old person be 

unhappy about it?  

35. What is the most useful language to know around here?  
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